Mimics the flat panel look with a thin bezel frame, the Profile+ fixed frame projection screen offers larger sizing options, making it ideal for home theaters, churches, and corporate training rooms. A zero edge (borderless) option incorporates a screen attachment system supported by extruded aluminum baffles on all four sides to provide an optically seamless framing system. Screen ships unassembled, making transportation to the installation site easier and maneuvering around stairs, elevators, and corners manageable. Engineered with a lighter frame and a viewing surface that is easy to attach. This mullion-less display allows adjacent screens to come together with “zero” separation.

**FEATURES**

- Fixed frame screen, can be wall-mounted or flown. Mounting fasteners not included.
- Frame equipped with mounting flanges that match wall brackets.
- Ships with wall brackets standard, flown brackets must be requested.
- Screen sleeker than a flat panel with less than 2” (51 mm) in depth and includes a borderless option or 5/8” (16 mm) bezel frame.
- Includes sliding hook and loop system for easy assembly of the viewing surface.
- Product is lightweight and ships unassembled.

**WARRANTY**

[draperinc.com/warranty.aspx](draperinc.com/warranty.aspx)

**OPTIONS**

- Zero edge (borderless) frame system.
- **Viewing Surfaces:** TecVision®, OptiFlex™ (tensioned) and ClearSound™ (acoustically transparent) families.

**SIZES**

- Maximum image width up to 360” (914 cm) wide, depending on surface selection.
- 16:10 FORMAT: 94” (239 cm) to 283” (718 cm) diagonal.
- 16:9 HDTV FORMAT: from 92” (234 cm) to 275” (698 cm) diagonal.
- CINEMASCOPE and WIDESCREEN FORMATS available upon request.
- Custom sizes available.

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**

All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: [draperinc.com/documents.aspx](draperinc.com/documents.aspx)

For more information on this product visit: [draperinc.com/projectionscreens/fixedscreens.aspx](draperinc.com/projectionscreens/fixedscreens.aspx)